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 Microsoft Paint: Microsoft Paint is a paint program developed by Microsoft for use on the Microsoft Windows Operating System.[1] With some minor tweaks, it is also available for the macOS operating system and Linux.[2]Slowly fading: one year after Pittsburgh-area flood disaster, people's lives are never the same When the water came, it came. When the water went down, it went down. It was
slow, it was steep and it was tragic. But just as the waters from Tropical Storm Lee subsided on June 29, 2011, so too did the life that was. In the week before the flood, the residents of Hendersonville lived their lives like the are the ocean - effortlessly. They were caught off guard by the extent of the flooding, but they reacted quickly and well. And they were not alone. There was no foot-washing, no
sandbags to build, no river to divert. Those things only happen after the first wave comes. So the week before the flood began, the people of Hendersonville waited. "The flood was the most of anything that's ever happened to me. There were lots of things that happened, but nothing was worse than the flood," said Laura Godsey, who was waiting for the flood. The flood did not come as a surprise. It

came as a warning. Some people got out. Some waited. On Monday, June 27, the weather looked normal. In the morning, a forecast showed rain, high humidity and a chance of thunderstorms. At noon, the National Weather Service had its forecast for the evening revised to a high of 88 degrees and near- or slight-chance of thunderstorms. There was a beautiful, green, budding Monday. There were no
thunderstorms. The sun was setting. It was the beginning of a beautiful, warm day. As the sun set, the people of Hendersonville began to relax. They had the time to get some exercise, read or finish that project that was interrupted by the rain. Even if the weather looks normal, you don't know. "We didn't think anything was going to happen, and then the rain started," said Amanda Massey, whose

husband died in the flood. " 520fdb1ae7
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